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HOME
DÉCOR
ARDEN CLASSIC

INC.

pieces, it has
distinguished itself for
fine craftsmanship, a keen
attention
to detail, and its alluring design
direction: a marriage of nature
and
finely-tuned artistic techniques. Its
line of art décor simply takes the
name of the artist behind each
creation: the brand ARDEN.

Materials
Exquisite Shells - elegant nautilus and mother of pearl
Organic Materials - coconut shells, ostrich eggs, cattle bones,
fish, animal and snakeskin.
HOME DECOR

Since 2000, when ARDEN Classic
started creating decorative art

Product Line
Home Décor, Tabletop Accessories, Furniture

Find them on

ARTISANA
ISLAND CRAFTS

Artisana Island Crafts’ use of ceramics interwoven and intertwined with natural pandan fiber that grow abundantly in the foothills of the island’s volcano, Mt. Kanla-on, has
been its most distinctive feature in majority of its product
collections.
Woven by women who skillfully harvest, strip and dye the pandan leaves in a village-based environment, the baskets are enhanced and embellished with hand pressed
and hand painted ceramic of different shapes that complete a
whole story of tabletop accessories ranging from coasters, napkin holders, bread baskets, fruit bowls, storage baskets and containers.
Product Line
Home Décor, Tabletop Accessories
Materials

Ceramics, Natural Pandan Fiber

HOME DECOR

Find them on

BASKET AND
WEAVES

HOME DECOR

Product Line

Find them
Baskets, Wooden Home Décor, Buri Mat

Materials
Wood, metal, recycled glass, wire, paper,
and natural woven materials native to
the
Philippines.

on

Basket and Weaves is one of the leading exporters of decorative home accessories
established in 2005. Our showroom is home to thousands of handcrafted home
decor made of wood, metal, recycled glass, wire, paper, and natural woven materials
native to the Philippines.

Our product lines range from decorative table-top accessories, wall art, functional
storage, and housewares.

BON ACE
BON-ACE FASHION TOOLS, INC. is a Philippine-based fashion and lifestyle products company with worldwide reach known for its unique designs and functionality made
from all-natural materials. Our impressive works of art that emerged from a clever and unique blend of Filipino and Italian ingenuity continuously etched its name in the
industry and unceasingly mesmerize a wide variety of clientele all over the world since we started in 1993. Our deep commitment to high standards in product
development, design, and competitiveness can never be faltered.

Product Line
Home Décor, Tabletop Accessories
Materials
Variety of Shells
HOME DECOR

Find them on
HOME DECOR

CELESTIAL ARTS, INC.

Product Line
Hand crafted home décor and
accessories
Materials
Philippine wood mixed with metal
and natural materials. Quality
Hardwoods
such as acacia and mango
Find them on

For almost 30 years, Celestial Arts has been manufacturing handcrafted
wares such as servers, vases, bowls, and platters that may double as
decorative pieces. The company uses mainly Philippine wood mixed
with various materials such as stainless steel, coco chips, shell, and
bone. The company also works with clients on product development to
create made-to-order pieces.

CHANALLI
HOME DECOR

Chanalli showcases Filipino ethnic and tribal art,
combined with a mixture of colonial and Asian
influences in hand carved antique reproduction and
wood. No matter the angle you

Product Line
Home Décor, Accent Furniture, Fashion Accessories
Materials

Mango wood and other solid wood
Find them on

look at every Chanalli piece, the handcrafted wooden products
seem flawless - the execution, and precision of the hands that
created them - a true mark of the outstanding ingenuity and
creativity of Filipino artisans.
HOME DECOR

CREATIVE DEFINITIONS

Product Line
Handwoven fabrics (table and bed runners, shawls,
blankets), men and women's footwear

Materials
Cutting edge sustainable materials; cotton,

abaca, pineapple fibers, recycled rubber

Find them on

Creative Definitions is more than a purveyor of cotton and abaca fabric. Its
business has created a stable livelihood for various weaving communities in
the Negros Island. Its determined promotion of handwoven textiles has put
a spotlight on locally grown natural fibers, such as cotton, abaca, and
pineapple. Its rigorous innovation has pushed these textiles further into the
mainstream, incorporating them into daily life from home décor to fashion.
HOME DECOR

CSM PHILIPPINES
The comfort, warmth and lightness of bone China are the raison d'être of
CSM Philippines, Inc. as it continues to delight patrons with its
handmade high-quality home decor. The enterprise has evolved into a
world-class company selling home décor in United States, Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, Japan and other parts of Asia, the Middle East,
Caribbean Islands, and Indian Ocean.

Hand crafted home décor
and accessories
Materials
Fine bone china & fine
porcelain
Find them on

Product Line

HEINIMEX

Heinimex is here to create anything you could dream of. Each piece is handmade and can be topped with one of our beautiful finishes to capture the exact look you
desire. Let us handle the design, development and production of your home & garden décor and see your idea blossom in the hands of experts or select from our vast
collection of fiberglass displays!

Product Line
Seasonal decors, furniture, life-size figures, classical and whimsical decors, wall decors, and planters
Materials
Polyester resin, reinforced with fiberglass; stone and marble powders, metal powders (iron, bronze, aluminum and copper)
HOME DECOR

Find them on

HOLICOW

HOME DECOR

HOLICOW is a sustainable furniture and homewares brand that brings together the finest innovators in the country to nurture intelligent design for a sustainable future.
All of their pieces are handcrafted in order to preserve the weaving traditions and tropical materials.

Product Line
Furniture, Tables, Lighting, Dining and Fashion Accessories
Materials
Tropical Materials

Find them on
HOME DECOR

JM HANDICRAFTS
Product Line
Baskets and Storage, Wall Décor, Bags, Lamps
Materials
Seagrass, Abaca, Bangkuan, Bacbac

JM Handicrafts works with artisans in the community to produce handcrafted homewares whose techniques are generations old. It uses locally sourced natural materials
that are environmentally sustainable. The business was established in 1991 and started exporting in 1996.

Find them on

LA BONNE VIE

HOME DECOR

La Bon Vie specializes in promoting handloom woven textile and products made from Abel Iloko (also known as inabel), a strong and colorful fabric with pre-colonial roots
indigenous to Ilocos Sur.
La Bon Vie’s existence is rooted in the desire to revive and preserve the dying art of abel weaving, one of the few surviving traditional crafts in the region. Using her
influence and business savvy, actress Ms. Bonnevie-Savellano, founder of the company, connected the weavers to homeware and fashion brands that wanted to use the
textiles for their merchandise.

Product Line
Table Runners, Throws, Pillowcases, Bags, Footwear,

Placemats

Materials
Indigenous textiles in poly-cotton blend

LAPEKTO LAPEL

Find them on

Lapekto Lapel is one of
the established acacia
wood producers in the
Philippines. The
company is committed
to sustainability, quality
assurance, and
community building
through job generation.
With its mission to not
contribute to the impacts
of climate change, it
partnered with Acacia
Wood Plantation
Ecologically Reforested.
Product Line
HOME DECOR

Find them on
Tableware and Cutleries
Materials
Acacia Wood

NATURAL CRAFT/SAMOYA
Natural Craft is solely focused on producing natural and organic products. The company manufactures and exports 100% handwoven rugs, carpets, baskets, canisters,
placemats, table runners using indigenous materials like abaca fibers, internationally known as “Manila hemp”. Its clientele includes known hotels, resorts, spas,
condominiums, and residential spaces.

Product Line
Carpets, baskets, furniture & furnishings, natural dye
Materials
Abaca, natural dye
HOME DECOR

Find them on

NATURE'S LEGACY
Product Line

Jars, Décor Tops, Lamps, Wall Decors, Home Accents
Materials
Patented sustainable materials - Polymer

HOME DECOR

Find them on

Nature's Legacy is a remarkable manufacturer that transforms
natural resources into patented sustainable materials to create
inspired pieces for the home, for business and for life.
FURNITURE

PRADO FILIPINO
ARTISANS

PRADO FILIPINO
ARTISANS INC. is a
renowned exporter
and producer of
handcrafted home
and garden décor,
furniture and lighting
made of metal and
indigenous materials.
Their lines consist of
all original designs

that are mostly
inspired by nature.

Product Line
Hand crafted home accessories and garden décor
Material
GI & BI Wire, metal sheets, wrought Iron combined with rattan, wood, glass, resin,
ceramics, terra cotta, and natural fibers
Find them on

RED SLAB POTTERY

Red Slab Pottery manufactures modern jars with simple silhouettes, carbonized and distressed with indigenous inspired engravings. It is based in the clay rich town of

Victoria in the Province of Tarlac with a vision to develop community clay crafts that are inherent in the town into modern and contemporary decorative home wares and
garden wares.
Their carbonized katutubo-inspired jar designs intersect techniques with creative routes: simplified and modernist silhouettes, stamp engraving on clay body, and
carbonization or blackening of terracotta ware.
Product Line
Pots and planters, jars and vases, garden accessories
Materials

Terracotta clay, metal, recycled wood

HOME DECOR

Find them on

SHELMED COTTAGE TREASURES

HOME DECOR

Product Line
Jars, Décor Tops, Lamps, Wall Decors, Home Accents
Materials
Patented sustainable materials - Polymer

For half a century now, Shelmed Cottage Treasures has been producing globally acclaimed abaca products. Shelmed's commitment to design excellence and sustainable
pieces makes our company the manufacturer of choice in the industry.

Find them on

STARWOOD MFG CO INC

HOME DECOR

Having been in this industry for over 50 years allowed us the
experience to have handled a the wide natural base availlable in the Philippines. The knowledge comes in handy in coming up with
products with mixed material.

Product Line
Wall art and decor, light and candle
holders, lanterns and vases

SUSTAINABLY MADE
MARSSE

Product
Line Find
them on
Home
Décor,
Wooden
Kitchen
Tools,
Wooden
Home
Accessories

SustainablyMade® (by
MARSSE Tropical Timber)
wooden products are
made from sustainably
farmed premium
Honduras Mahogany,
Teak or other hardwood
from the MARSSE
Tropical Timber tree farm
in Umingan, Pangasinan,
Philippines.

Materials
Mahogany
Wood, Teak,
hardwood

HOME DECOR

Materials
Seashells, capiz, wood and wire, abaca
Find them on

TADECO
HOME DECOR

Tadeco Home's products
are made from natural
fibers intricately
handwoven by skilled
artisans using traditional
techniques. These fabrics
are used to create home

accessories, lighting, and soft
furnishings by the artisans of
Mindanao.

workers.
Banana, pineapple or abaca fibers
Product Line
Home Décor, Cushion, Lamp, Woven Find them on
Tinalak

The company’s social responsibility is
committed to providing sustainable Materials
livelihood for the dependents of the

TAGOLWANEN

TIMBERMATE-HMT INDUSTRIES
CORP.
HANDWOVEN (TWWA)
HOME DECOR

The
Tagolwanen Women Weavers Association aims for its weavers to continue the Tagolwanen
weaving tradition by incorporating weaving into daily life and
passing on this skill to the young. Weaving is a big part of the indigenous person’s (lumad)
identity. The beautiful mats reflect the lumad identity through the designs. Weaving has also
helped the Tagolwanen women recognize their own strength and ability.
Product Line Find them on
Banig Mats, Banig Planters, Weaved Baskets and
Bags
Materials
Sodsod grass

Materials
Capiz, wood chips, bamboo, coco shells, Pinctada shells, coco bark, coco twigs

HMT’s decorative products bring life and elegance to
HOME DECOR

Product Line
Furniture & furnishings, wall décor and art, panels
furniture and interior spaces. Joining local and international exhibitions enabled them to expand their market and promote exquisite and exotically handcrafted
decorative panels made of natural Philippine materials, which are all Certified Environmental-Friendly and Sustainable for Commerce.
HMT is always in pursuit of creating new panel designs.

Find them on

TITONITO

After the declaration of the lockdown, Patrick decided to quit his job and retreat to his province in Marinduque with his wife Diane. There they saw plenty handicrafts
(nito) from his grandmother in the storage area. His grandmother told him that as years went by, fewer and fewer people appreciated the art form which is nito-weaving,
thus affecting the number of orders, quality and the number of talented weavers.
Product Line
Placemats, food overs, baskets, trays, plates

Materials
Uway, bamboo, soft and hard wood, cloth, seagrass, nito, rattan

HOME DECOR

Find them on

WEAVEMANILA INC.

HOME DECOR

Weavemanila’s provide an avenue to connect the traditional with the contemporary abaca rugs- from the rustic and tropical feel to the modern looks that enable
designers to fully customize their space using a
sustainable natural choice for their stylish flooring needs.
Metal, Wood and Capiz
Shells
Product Line
Rugs and art weaves
Find them on
Materials

FURNITURE
A. GARCIA

FURNITURE

Each piece is crafted by highly skilled Kapampangan artisans with
decades of expertise in their craft, ranging from ornamental accent
pieces to handcrafted indoor, primarily Living and Dining, and
outdoor furniture. The purpose of the brand is to create products that
combines rich aesthetic resources with designs that enhance the
value of ordinary materials, giving it an exceptional finish.
Product Line
Decorative accents, furniture,
chairs, and tables

aluminum, stainless steel, oak
wood, mahogany wood, acacia
wood, teak wood and marble

Materials
Rattan, polyethylene plastic,
powder-coated mild steel and

Find them on

FURNITURE

ALBERO

Product Line
Furniture, Home Accessories, Pillows
Materials
Wood, Rattan, Textiles
Find them on

flair. The brand creates timeless custom pieces that are
influenced by a variety of design ideas. Its design ethos is
characterized by clean lines, subtle curves, and the
beauty of the natural wood.
Albero is a furniture firm that specializes in creating
statement pieces that combine quality, functionality, and

CALFURN
FURNITURE

Calfurn is a world-class furniture manufacturer with facilities in Angeles City and surrounding
areas in the Philippines. Since 1976, we have produced furniture and furnishings made of
Indigenous and sustainable natural materials and have also provided nearby communities a
worthwhile livelihood. The various industry-leading weaving techniques we have mastered
throughout the years and passed on from generation to generation has allowed us too
continuously supply to notable home furnishing brands in the United States and Europe.
Product Line

Indoor Furniture, Lamps, Baskets
Materials
Sustainable Materials such as

Lampakanay, Metal, Rattan,
Red Mahogany.
Find them on
FURNITURE

CEBU HOMECRAFT
Product Line
Handcrafted accent furniture
and home furnishings
Materials
Dead wood and natural materials, combined with accent materials such as fabric and ceramicware.

Find them on

Cebu Homecraft
Consolidated is a company devoted to making unique and high-quality furniture,
home accessories and lighting using natural and second-life materials. The company has an insatiable appetite for exploring and mastering new processes and materials.

COAST PACIFIC

FURNITURE

crafted indoor and outdoor furniture. Our products
include a wide range of accents, accessories, and
furniture to fit your every requirement. Our signature
collections feature innovative designs that capture the
Product Line
Indoor and Outdoor Furniture

Materials
Natural, sustainable, and a variety of upcycled materials
such as aluminum and synthetic fiber
Find them on

Coast Pacific is an experienced manufacturer of hand

imagination. Innovative designs that capture the
imagination. Each piece is intricately hand-built,
thoughtfully crafted by skilled artisans, and elegantly
tailored.

FURNITURE

CONTEMPORANEO

CONTEMPORANEO is a furniture company that began in Olongapo City in the 1990s.
Among their first clients were American servicemen and their families who lived in the
US Naval Base in Subic Bay. After the 1992 Pinatubo eruption and the subsequent base
pull out, the company moved to Metro Manila.
Pieces made by Contemporaneo stand out because of their interesting wood chip pattern
and modern design. Their Inra Square Stool is one of their most iconic pieces and is still
their most in demand piece. They service both the domestic and international market.
Locally they have ready made and custom-made pieces available online. They also
export to the United States and are available on LilyJuliet.com.
Product Line
Furniture & furnishings, tableware, wall
décor, mirror frames
Materials

Mahogany, recycled wood chips
Find them on
FURNITURE

DESIGNS LIGNA

Product Line
Wooden Furniture
Materials
Solid wood appliques and hand carved hardware
Find them on

In 1969, Al and Kay de Lange put up a small workshop in their garage with the
simple idea to make the finest wooden furniture available in the country. Through
the years, the small business grew by word of mouth and reputation to become a
leader in the Philippine furniture market.
Their core business is the design and creation of wooden furniture for the home,
and as an added service to customers, they also offer interior design assistance
and produce custom made furniture to meet the specific needs of their
customers, all backed by expert advice from the creative in-house team of
designers and architects.

E.
MURIO MANILA

E. Murio is a furniture
workshop that
specializes in
natural materials and
work
with metal, leather,
bone,
veneers, and synthetic
weaves. The beauty of its
pieces comes from both
the
design and quality of the
craftsmanship, resulting
in
exceptional furniture.

Product Line
FURNITURE

Find them on
Furniture, Tables, Chairs, and Home Accents fiber and grass weaves, rattan, and bamboo
Materials
Natural materials such as tropical woods,

ENPEKEI

Product Line Find them on
Furniture & furnishings, storage and
baskets, home accessories
Materials
Lampakanay, leatherette, iron, PE
plastic, wicker, rattan, resin
FURNITURE

The company boasts of its young and dynamic research and development team who takes charge of extensive product development. More than a hundred new product
designs are released each year, mostly furniture and decorative accessories handcrafted by artisans. Each piece is made of indigenous materials carefully finished by hand,
thus producing a unique work of art.
The company has participated in shows in Milan, Frankfurt, Valencia, Singapore, Tokyo, Dubai, Hong Kong and Manila. It has garnered numerous awards for design in the
shows it joined both in the Philippines and abroad.

FURNITURE

FINALI FURNITURE

FINALI FURNITURES & HOME
ACCESSORIES crafts uniquely
designed and carefully
handcrafted furniture and
furnishings that showcase the
fusion of aesthetics and
design functionality. As per
the brand, the combination of
man-made and natural
elements exudes modernity

and “joie de vivre.”

Product Line Find them on

Jars, Décor Tops, Lamps, Wall

Decors, Home Accents
Materials
Rattan

HASPE DESIGN
STUDIO

FURNITURE

Since we opened last 2016, we have been working with people from our local community of Baliuag Bulacan. Aside from wood working, Bulakenos have also been known
for other crafts and skills like rattan/solihiya weaving, manual artistic carving, and bone in-laying or what is known as imbute.
These processes are manually, and carefully done by hand, using locally manufactured raw materials. The solihiya weave comes from rattan, and the imbute from carabao
bones. These skills have been passed on from older generations.

Product Line
Furniture, Home
Accessories
Materials
Wood, Rattan Solihiya, Imbute (Carabao Bone Inlay)

Find them on

HOME EDITION
Home Edition Manufacturing Corp. is engaged in the manufacture and export of Philippine handcrafted furniture, home accessories, functional baskets and unique
lamps made from primary indigenous materials.
With the use of the Philippine's vast raw materials and artistic craftsmanship, we create classic and contemporary designs, which suits various themes and motif.

FURNITURE

Product Line Find them on Handcrafted furniture, home
furnishings, lamps & lighting
Materials
Indigenous materials such as

rattan, buri, abaca, arurog
and nito
FURNITURE

INDUSTRIA EDITION

Product Line
Furniture, Lamps & Lighting
Materials
Steel

Find them on

Industria Edition is a furniture and lighting brand of Industria
Manufacturing Corp. that mixes traditional forms with a pared-down
contemporary sensibility. Metal is the primary material in raw finishes
that evoke a unique, sophisticated and elegant style. Industria Edition
pieces are being distributed to all different countries of Europe, Asia,
America and Australia.
FURNITURE

JB WOODCRAFT
An inspiring pioneer considered to be the masters of exquisite woodcraft
since 1972, JB Woodcraft’s long reputation has been accumulated over
the course of 48 years through the finest craftsmanship reflected in its
products. The company is best known for its rare, delicate and classical
pieces.

Hand carved furniture and
home furnishings
Materials
Wood, silver or gold finish
Find them on

Product Line

JED YABUT FURNITURE

FURNITURE

AND DESIGN

Conceived during the height of the pandemic lockdown, Jed Yabut Furniture & Design is the product of a subtle re-imagination of Filipino contemporary furniture. The
collection uses 100% local, green & natural raw materials, with rattan as the primary material. All pieces are individually crafted using traditional methods by highly skilled
local artisans, from all over the Philippines. The artisans have brought with them decades of experience in framing, weaving, and decorating rattan products for local and
export markets. To this day, they continue to elevate the heritage of Filipino rattan craftsmanship.

Product Line Find them on
Furniture, lamps & lighting,
dividers, home décor
Materials
Rattan, metal, plywood, solihiya

JIREH FORGE, INC.
Product Line
Sofa, Tables and Chairs
Materials
Galvanized Iron, Fabric, Harevel (weaved
rattan)

FURNITURE

Find them on

Jireh Forge was founded in 1999 by Engr. Evelyn
P. Vedasto. The company is run privately as a
family business. Engr. Evelyn is very much
involved in the design and production of their
collection of wrought iron and woven classical
and contemporary in indoor and outdoor
furniture.
Jireh has for its vision a Filipino company that
will produce and supply furniture of excellent
quality that can compete globally in terms of
designs, functions and prices and that can
match and satisfy the buyers’ requirements and
orientations in the export market.

JUNK NOT
FURNITURE

We design so we can help make a good impact on society. Junk not! envisions
to help, in its small-scale way, solve two problems that our society is facing: (1)
Waste Management and its Environmental Impact, and (2) Lack of Livelihood
of the

communities.
Junk not! Provides the following services:
Upcycled Plastic Waste. Our main product
line is furniture out of plastic waste using the
principle of innovative repurpose, re-use and
upcycle of plastic waste.
Community Empowerment. All products are
crafted by a community that is supported by
the brand to give them livelihood

opportunities and be the protector of the
environment.
Green Interior Services. Promote green living
using the principle of innovative recycling
and re-use of junk and by using local,
sustainable materials.

Product Line
Chairs, Bag
Materials
Wood and Upcycled Materials (Plastic, Jeans,
Fabric)
Find them on
HOME DECOR

LA GALUCHE INC

For more than 30 years, Jean Marc Pasquet has
travelled the world searching for the finest & the most
unique raw materials. Today, La Galuche employs over
thirty specialized artisans, some with over three
decades of experience.
La Galuche focuses on offering custom-made high
quality accessories and furniture with exceptional

materials.
Product Line Find them on
Indoor Furniture, Tables,
Tabletop Accents, Lamps
Materials
Woods and exotic skins
FURNITURE

LOCSIN LIVING

Product Line
Indoor and outdoor furniture,
lamps, home accessories
Materials
Rattan, metal, outdoor water
repellant fabrics, paper colors,
synthetic outdoor fibers
Find them on

Today, after more than thirty years of
commitment to service excellence,

Locsin International continues to flourish
as one of the leading makers of premium
quality home furniture.
Today, after more than thirty years of
commitment to service excellence,
Locsin International continues to flourish
as one of the leading makers of premium
quality home furniture.
FURNITURE

MEJORE
Mejore is a furniture design and manufacturing company specializing in
premium and luxurious furnishings for homes, offices, and commercial
spaces. Since its inception in 1983, it has evolved to thrive in an ever
changing business environment and dynamic consumer market. For the
past 38 years, Mejore has lived up to its commitment to ensure that every
piece that they make, in whatever form it may take, is a testament to
Filipino creativity and craftsmanship.
Product Line Find them on
Jars, Décor Tops, Lamps, Wall
Decors, Home
Accents
Materials
Rattan

MORE THAN A

CHAIR, INC.

As its name suggests, this
brand is so much “more than a
chair” today. The home
furnishing company that was
established 1998 actually
started out by producing
chairs. When it decided to
expand to include other types
of furniture, the name they
thought of couldn’t have been
more apt—it’s simple,
straightforward and
summarizes what they now
stand for.

Product Line
Chairs, Wooden Furnitures and Furnishings
Materials
Wood, Rattan, Bamboo
FURNITURE

Find them on

FURNITURE

MURILLO

Product Line
Indoor and Outdoor Furniture,
commercial spaces with original
and bespoke works since 1993.
Supremely crafted, clean fluid lines,
elegant and aesthetic details these are the elements that
MURILLO strives to achieve with
both its transitional and
contemporary designs. This reflects
the company's enduring and deep
respect for the craft while always
having an open mind for new and
creative ways of material
applications and production.
Lamps
Materials
Locally-sourced materials such as
rattan, natural fibers, coconut shells,
driftwood, bamboo, seashells,
metals, and Processed polymer.
MURILLO is a company specializing in
handcrafted contemporary furniture,
artwork, and home accessories enhancing both residential and

Find them on

FURNITURE

OBRA CEBUANA
Obra Cebuana Furniture Designs, Inc. manufactures rattan furniture and home
accessories and specializes in custom-made transitional pieces that are skillfully

handcrafted by generations of expert Filipino craftsmen.
We believe in preserving the legacy of world-class Cebuano furnituremaking
and ingenuity through elegant contemporary designs that evoke the beauty
of
local culture and heritage. Our pieces feature natural materials which are
then
carefully manipulated, woven and finished by hand.

Find them on Product Line
Furniture, Home Décor,
Materials
Rattan, Metal
FURNITURE

Lamps & Lighting

OMO
FURNITURE

It all started from the Naval home garage
back in 1997. We initially made small
items such as lamps and candle holders,
then ventured to furniture. All under
Evolve Designs Inc., which manufactures OMO has created a reputation amongst
furniture for brands across the globe. In its niche market.
2008, OMO Furniture was introduced for Product Line
the Philippine Market. OMO became the Indoor and Outdoor Furniture, Lamps
creative outlet of our director Milo Naval.
Materials
Creating furniture pieces with high
Solid Wood, Woven Rattan Find them on
standards and excellent craftsmanship,
FURNITURE

OUTDOOR+SOLUTIONS
O+S furniture furnishings is a
furniture brand with an abundant
drive and passion, where clients
are valued and deadlines are
respected. Our strength comes
from experience, flexibility and
most especially from our skilled
workers and dedicated employees.
Most of our designs come from
inspirations brought about by
nature, stories that we encounter
in everyday activities, as well as
people and personalities. It is
anything and everything, creatures
of nature such as birds, fish, the
sky, the sea, and everything else
that tickles one’s creative fancy.
We incorporate them with pieces
that give comfort and
functionality.

Indoor & Outdoor Furniture, Lamps, Planters
Materials
Powder-coated Aluminum Frame, Greeco fiber

Product Line

Find them on

FURNITURE

Product Line
Indoor and outdoor furniture
Materials
Teak wood, mindi wood,

leather, iron, papercord loom

Find them on

OF PATTY
The love for fashion, interiors and travel is one of the reasons, Patty
started this adventure along with strong values and beliefs not only
with a creative vision, but to create sustainability, culture and
humanity.
Working alongside her filmmaker/photographer husband, Alex J Searle
as multidisciplinary creatives for various global brands and
establishments whilst also previously working for an airline, brought
her a lot of inspiration that has opened up an opportunity to curate
pieces that passionately speak for themselves and present products
that capture the clean, contemporary and timeless aesthetic style.

PASSIONS
FURNITURE

PHILUX
Philux is a proudly Filipino manufacturer and retailer of furniture founded
in 1980. What started as a husband-and-wife team with two carpenters has
now become a two-hundred-person team involved in production and
retail, across our workshop and seven showrooms around Metro Manila.

Product Line
Furniture, Lamp, Home Decor
Materials
Premium kiln dried local Mahogany, European Linden, Sustainably-sourced Ash,
Sustainably-sourced Walnut wood
Find them on

FURNITURE

PRIZMIC & BRILL
Home Furnishings, Visual
Display, and Club
Furniture

Materials
Mahogany, Brass, Leather,
and Rattan
Find them on

Product Line

Prizmic & Brill is a design house that manufactures, fabricates, and
markets an eclectic line of classical residential and hospitality/contract
furnishings. The design and craft ethos of the P&B product is identified
most closely with the Gregorian-Victorian tradition of campaign furniture,
particularly its delicate synthesis of high design and portability.
LAMPS & LIGHTING

SCHEMA
Product Line Find them on
Furniture, lamps & lighting, home décor and accessories

Materials
Metal, steel, marble

Through the malleable medium of metal wires, Schema molds
simple patterns into complex shapes..
The company was established as early as 1994 but it was not
until 2006 that it focused its efforts on developing possible
methods of welding galvanized iron to make it withstand the
structural stress and load of functional items. It then explored
overlapping numerous thin wires by using a spot-welding
machine- like how threads are weaved into a handloom to
create fabric. The result was a wire mesh cloth that can tolerate
a wide range of design requirements.
FURNITURE

SOUTH SEA
South Sea Veneer Corporation specializes in creating furniture that feature special
surfaces made by hand-made techniques such as marquetry wood veneer inlay.
Over the years, South Sea has served various export & domestic clients for their
custom-design requirements of residential, commercial, contract furniture &
interior decor.

Product Line
Furniture, home décor & veneer panels
Materials
Oak Wood, Raffia, Solid Wood
Find them on

Imported lumber, Philippine species of wood, and locally
sourced materials

STONESETS

Stonesets International, Inc. manufactures furniture and
home accessories using imported lumber of Beech, Pine, and
our very own Philippine Mahogany, Lauan and
Gmelina, as well as other indigenous materials found in the
Philippines.

Product Line
Hand crafted furniture and home accessories
Materials

FURNITURE

Find them on

Our products carry the fine skills and dedication of
experienced craftsmen who make perfection their
trademark with every step of the production process.

FURNITURE
FURNITURE

TAHANAN

tahanan Furniture aims to craft consciousness in the Filipino home with bespoke furniture and
curated home goods. Our bespoke furniture is made and designed with intention in our
workshop at Betis, Pampanga. They are inspired by our own culture and traditional
craftsmanship, with the use of natural materials and by way of sustainable practices.
Product Line Find them on
Materials

THOMAS&GEORGE
FURNITURE

Furniture, Home Décor & Accessories

Find them on

Materials
Mahogany wood, walnut, leather
Product Line

FURNITURE

Thomas&George features a curated selection of Classic Reproduction, Contemporary
and Original Artisan Furniture, Lamps and some Home Decor for distinguished
Residential and Executive Office Interiors.
Named after two of the most influential furniture designers during the Georgian Era
(also known in history as the “Age of Elegance”) Thomas Chippendale and George
Hepplewhite, the company likewise endeavors to produce fine quality furniture that is
timeless and made with meticulous attention to detail.
FURNITURE

TRIBOA BAY LIVING

Product Line
Furniture, Lamps,
Initially established as Vienna Furniture to pay homage to Michael Thonet’s chair, the company eventually
had to close. Still bearing the same design philosophy in mind, a new reinvented company was born in
2008 – Vivere Lifestyles, carrying its own brand – Triboa Bay Living.
Today, the brand has blossomed into a studio and a factory where wood, sometimes counterpointed with
steel components, is ingeniously transformed into creatively designed furniture, lighting and objects.
These pieces bear that casual laid-back sophistication in a marriage of traditional and contemporary
silhouettes.
Home Décor
Materials
Wood and Steel
Components
Find them on

FURNITURE

VITO SELMA HOME

Furniture, Lamps, Home
Décor

Product Line Find them on
Wood and Steel Components

Materials

Though specific stimuli may shift from time to time, the Vito Selma brand is quite
adamant on its focus on the natural. An examination of numerous inspirations
reveal a love affair with shapes and textures that are often repeated in the earth,
the sky and the sea. It is this love for nature that has driven the brand to constantly
look for design components that satisfy its inclinations, while relying on wood as a
primary medium.

its workforce in its field. It’s expertise in furniture-manufacturing enables Winners Furniture to
create the finest and functional furniture buyers are looking for.
LAMPS & LIGHTING

WINNERS FURNITURE

Product Line
Furniture
Materials
Rattan, wood, metal
Find them on
Winners Furniture is a Filipino-owned company and is comprised of a group of skilled individuals
who’ve had long hands-on experience on furniture manufacturing. The company promotes Filipino
craftmanship for more than two decades, and is dedicated to sustain and enhance the capability of

ZARATE MANILA

FURNITURE

Their pieces employ innovation through machinery
Zarate Manila is a multidisciplinary design studio &
Product Line
manufacturer using metal as its main medium of choice.
Metal furniture, lamps & home accessories

Materials
Powdercoated steel, Polyurethane, Steel, Oakwood

Find them on

combined with traditional handiwork. From lighting fixtures to
furniture, the brand’s designs echo a minimalist look, evoking
lightness and delicate feel provided by the hands of the
artisans that work on the pieces.

LAMPS & LIGHTING
ACENTO COLLECION INC

Recycled glass materials
LAMPS & LIGHTING

Find them on
Product Line
Lamps, Chandeliers, Vases, Accent Pieces
Materials

Acento Colleccion, Inc. crafts chandeliers, hanging lamps, wall scones, vases,
accent pieces, and home décor made from recycled glass. The slight flaws seen
on the products are indications of artisan craftsmanship, which also
distinguishes them as one-of-a-kind pieces. The brand caters to modern,
classical, and traditional styles, and is always striving for a balance of design and
functionality.

LAMPS & LIGHTING

ARTE CEBUANA, INC.

Product Line

Lamps & Lighting, Furniture
Materials
Rattan, Lampakanay, Raffia
Find them on

Arte Cebuana is a socially conscious manufacturer and exporter of high quality,
medium- priced lightings (woven ceiling and table lamps) to medium-high end
wholesalers/importers/distributors around Europe and Japan.
We commit ourselves to the best standards with integrity in exceeding the
expectations of our customers. We partner our sub- contractors in our productivity,
quality management, and product and research development programs.

AZCOR LIGHTING
SYSTEMS, INC.

Product Line Find them on
LAMPS & LIGHTING

Azcor Lighting Systems, Inc. is a decorative lighting manufacturer from the Philippines, specializing in made-to-order fixtures.
The company produces traditional to contemporary decorative lighting, based on original designs or on designer or client specifications. Its lighting offerings include
chandeliers, table and floor lamps, outdoor lighting, drop lights, billiard lights, as well as surface and wall lights. The company also sells bulbs and furniture, such as dining
tables, chairs, sofas, and shoe benches.

Lamps & Lighting, Furniture
Materials
Powder coated metal

Goltrio is a home accessories company that maintains
a high design
aesthetic, which seamlessly combines natural forms
and materials with
modern ageless designs. The inventive use of Capiz
shells, rattan, stone,
and other natural materials is at the core of their
creations, culminating
in masterpieces that complement any lifestyle.

GOLTRIOINC.
Product Line
Lampshades, Lighting, Frames,
Home Accessories, Holiday
themed pieces
Materials
Capiz shells, Rattan, Stone and
other Natural Materials
LAMPS & LIGHTING

Find them on

HACIENDA CRAFTS COMPANY
LAMPS & LIGHTING

Product Line Find them on

Lamps & Lighting, Home Décor, Buri midrib, Coconut twigs,
Baskets
Arurog vine, and Abaca
Materials

Hacienda Crafts Company, Inc. sustainably creates lamps & lighting, tabletop, accent
furniture and home decoration elevating indigenous natural materials, traditional
skills and communities. Situated in Hacienda Santa Rosalia, Manapla, Negros
Occidental, Philippines, the company was founded in the early’90’s to provide
alternative livelihood opportunities for sugar farm workers. In 1996, through the
participation in Manila FAME, Hacienda Crafts became a direct exporter. Today, the
company continues to export to countries like the USA, France and the Netherlands
while also serving the Philippine market. Whether it be for personal & trade use, or
volume for export, Hacienda Crafts is ready to work with its customers.
LAMPS & LIGHTING

INDIGENOUS

Indigenous’ sustainable packaging, stationery and home accent
pieces are made from natural resources like Abaca fiber, pineapple
leaves and wild grass. The goods from Indigenous PH are 100% tree
free or 100% earth-friendly

Product Line Find them on
Bio Face Masks, Home Accents,
Packaging, Stationery
Materials

Natural Materials – Abaca Fiber,
Pineapple Leaves, and Wild
Grass

LIJA BY THAT ONE
PIECE
LIJA by That One
Piece is a
contemporary
lighting and furniture
brand that highlights
the creative use of
natural materials,
refined into
distinctive, stellar
designs.
We create unique
and well-crafted
handmade pieces
that complement the
contemporary
lifestyle of our clients.
Together with our
artisans and
designers, we eagerly
explore the
capabilities and
expressions of
natural materials.
LAMPS & LIGHTING

Product Line Find them on

Lamps & Lighting

Rattan and Fabrics

Materials
Indigenous Materials such as
LAMPS & LIGHTING

NATIVE CRAFTS
AND ARTS

Product

Line
Lamps & Lighting, Home Decor

trends with the talent of our artisans, we are

Materials
Indigenous Materials such as Rattan and
Fabrics
Find them on

Established in 1994 as an export
enterprise, we continuously strive to
meet our goal of showcasing
Philippine craftsmanship and creativity
to the world
by using various indigenous local
materials from abaca, bamboo,
bangkuang, buri, raffia, rattan, wicker
and more. Our business model
able to provide unique products to the world
continue to evolve in order to meet the ever- market at the same time highlighting the
changing business environment and
Filipino ingenuity.
demands of our clients. By mixing current
LAMPS & LIGHTING

RAFAEL LIGHTING

Find them on

Product Line
Lamps and lighting
Materials
Wood, rafia, bamboo, faux
exclusive resorts.
Established in 2000, Rafael Lighting
instantly piques the interest of an American Lamp shades are made from natural materials like raffia handcrafted by womenfurniture company with showrooms across led social enterprises and as well as rattan strips hand woven by local artisans
the United States. Since then, the lamps
who continue the
have since made their way across the globe traditional weaving techniques handed down through generations.
into beautiful homes, luxurious hotels and shagreen

LAMPS & LIGHTING

VENZON LIGHTING

Venzon Lighting & Objects has the
vision of creating lighting
experiences and furniture objects
that are uniquely modern and
Filipino. Each design is carefully
crafted to highlight the sharp
precision of our company’s metal
craftsmanship while hinting at the
nostalgia of Filipino design through
organic elements and patterns

Product Line
Lighting, Furniture, and Furniture Accents
Materials
Metal, Wood and Capiz Shells
Find them on

VULCAN
RESOURCES/MCCA

industry, we should have the ability to meet the challenges posed by the
ever-changing world market by keeping abreast of the latest design trends,
the most modern production technology as well as the development of our
human resources. MCCA products are globally competitive in the wroughtiron and glass-blowing industries. Among its products are indoor and
outdoor furniture, decorative accessories such as candleholders, chairs,
tables, mirrors, floor and wall lamps.
LAMPS & LIGHTING

MCCA believes that to be able to sustain our growth in the wrought-iron

Product Line Find them on
Lamps & Lighting,
Furniture
Materials
Wrought Iron

